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Abstract—Modern task parallel programming models pro-
vide sophisticated runtime task schedulers for handling the
scheduling of logical tasks on a large and varying number of
hardware parallel resources at runtime. The performance of
these programming models increasingly rely on how fast their
runtime schedulers do their job. The more delay a scheduler
incurs in matching a ready task to a free processor core at
any point in time, the more impact it causes to the program’s
parallel execution. We have developed a tool that is able to
detect these delayed intervals caused by the scheduler in a
parallel execution, and spot them specifically on two kinds
of visualizations: the logical task graph captured at runtime
(DAG visualizations) and time-series visualizations of threads
(timelines). By further analyzing positions of these delays on
those visualizations the tool could identify possible scheduling
issues in the scheduler that causes these delays, yielding
improvement insights for the development of task parallel
programming models. From an application programmer’s per-
spective, our tool is useful by being able to contrast differences
of various task parallel programming models executing the
same program, helping users choose the right model for their
application. We demonstrate that usefulness by using the tool
to analyze 10 applications in BOTS benchmark suite in our
case studies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computer systems have become increasingly parallel with
more nodes, more cores, and more threads. This has made
writing parallel applications for those systems more difficult
based on traditional SPMD programming models such as
MPI and POSIX Threads. In these models, programmers
have to schedule work and balance load manually on a
large number of processor cores, which is a tedious job for
programmers. Modern parallel programming models have
been developed to shift these burdens onto the runtime
systems, freeing programmers from them. Programmers can
be unaware of underlying hardware resources such as how
many cores or nodes available, and can concentrate better
on algorithmic and creative aspects in their application
developments. Task parallel programming models, which
are provided by various languages and libraries such as

OpenMP Tasks [1], MIT Cilk [2], Intel Cilk Plus [3], Intel
Threading Building Blocks (TBB) [4], Qthreads [5], and
MassiveThreads [6] [7], are examples of this approach. In
these models, programmers are encouraged to provide ample
logical parallelism by creating a large number of tasks which
are independent work units that can be executed in parallel.
The runtime systems are responsible for mapping these
logical tasks to available hardware resources dynamically
and automatically at runtime.

As the hardware parallelism grows in scale and hierarchy,
it is more challenging for runtime schedulers to keep task
scheduling efficient. A larger hardware parallelism tends to
impose more delays in their scheduling. A ready task needs
to wait longer before being assigned to a free worker, not
only because the thief needs more time to find a worker
holding a task to steal, but also because a scheduler may
be employing sophisticated scheduling policies which may
prolong execution in the scheduler’s code. In general, a
sophisticated scheduler may incur larger delays, but as a
trade-off it is more likely to achieve better task executions
(shorter runtimes) through other aspects like better memory
subsystem usages and better data localities. In contrast, a
greedy scheduler which is swift in matching a ready task
with a free worker may miss or overlook those opportunities.
There are various choices in scheduling parallel tasks, and
each system has made its own choices in its design and
implementation. Analyzing specific causes of scheduler-
caused delay, and precisely quantifying their impacts on the
parallel execution are crucial for improving performance of
task parallel programming models.

At any point in the execution of a parallel program, a
worker is either working on the application code or not
working on the application code. An interval during which
a worker is working on the application code is referred to as
a work. An interval during which a worker is not working
on the application code, but rather the system code like
scheduling, or just waiting in idle due to lack of work,
can be further classified into two categories of either delay
or no-work. The two categories are distinguished based on
the ready tasks available at the time; if the number of
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Figure 1. Parallelism profile and the ready path. Work, delay, and no-work
components of the cumulative execution time are respectively red, blue, and
white (empty) area below the red line of the number of workers. The ready
path (one among numerous paths existing in a DAG) is divided into work,
busy delay, and scheduler delay.

ready tasks was enough to feed the worker, but it has not
successfully acquired any task to work on yet, the interval
is a delay. On the other hand, if there was no task available
during the interval, or the number of available tasks were
not enough to feed the worker, the interval is a no-work.
Regarding all executing workers, the cumulative execution
time of the execution (= elapsed time × workers) can be
divided into three components of work, delay, and no-work
(cumul. exe. time = work+delay+no-work) which are the
sums of all intervals of the corresponding types across all
workers.

Work is the useful computation, whereas delay and no-
work are inefficiencies contributing to the scalability loss
of the parallel execution. A delay can always be blamed
on the system for not doing its job well enough, whereas
a no-work can be blamed both on either the scheduler or
the application. We use the ready path analysis in order to
separate the part of no-work that is caused by the scheduler
(no-work-sched) and the other part caused by the insufficient
parallelism issue in the application (no-work-app). Now we
can refer to the sum of delay and no-work-sched to quantify
the impact of the scheduler on a parallel execution.

We have used our tool and analysis to evaluate ten
benchmarks in BOTS [8] with five runtime systems. We
can zoom into specific spots causing delays and no-work
on multiple kinds of visualizations, and get to understand
causes of inefficiencies imposed by the systems.

II. DELAY SPOTTER

A. Performance Loss in Parallel Execution

Consider a short time interval of length ∆t during an
execution. We assume it is so short that p, q, as well as the
number of tasks are constant within the interval. Let p be
the number of workers executing application code and q the
number of remaining workers. We count the time spent by

those p workers as work. That is, work during this interval
is p∆t. We count the time spent by the other q workers
as either delay or no-work, depending on the number of
ready tasks (tasks ready to execute but not being executed)
in this interval. Specifically, of the q workers not executing
the application code, up to the number of ready tasks (r)
is counted as delaying the execution of application, as they
could have executed those ready tasks. That is, min(q, r)∆t
is counted as delay and the remaining max(0, q − r)∆t
counted as no-work.

Accumulating them over time, we can define work, delay,
and no-work components of the entire cumulative execution
time across all workers in an obvious manner (Fig. 1). Both
delay and no-work represent wasted time (time not spent on
application code), but the distinction is important; the former
represents the time the scheduler could have reduced by
dispatching ready tasks to available workers more quickly,
whereas the latter is the time wasted due to lack of tasks.
The sum of work, delay, and no-work is always the elapsed
time × the number of workers.

In order to calculate these three components, we need
the time-series information of running and ready parallelism
during the program execution. Running parallelism at a point
in time is the number of workers executing the application
code at that point; ready parallelism is the number of ready
tasks. A time series of running and ready parallelism, with
the latter stacked on the former, is called parallelism profile
(Fig. 1). In Fig. 1, red part represents running parallelism and
blue part represents ready parallelism. The flat red line above
the red area denotes the number of participating workers,
which is also the maximum possible running parallelism.
From Fig. 1, it can be simply understood that the work
component of the cumulative execution time is the red area,
delay is the blue area below the red line, and no-work is the
white (empty) area below the red line. Hence, the cumulative
execution time which is the sum of work, delay, and no-
work, is the area of the rectangle confined by the x-axis
(y = 0), the y-axis (x = 0), the red line (y = #workers),
and the vertical line at the end time point of the execution
(x = elapsed time).

An application has a perfect (linear) speedup when par-
allel executions with different numbers of workers have the
same work, zero delay, zero no-work. However, in reality
a parallel execution on higher core counts tends to incur
non-zero delay, no-work; and even increasing work. The
amount of delay and no-work is determined by many factors
such as the scheduling overhead inside the runtime system,
the amount of serial and low-parallelism sections remaining
in the parallel application. Work on higher core counts
tends to increase due to such causes as more contentions
among workers accessing the shared variables, more re-
mote memory accesses, or less effective use of cache and
memory subsystem. We use the work in a serial execution,
which is usually the smallest, as the baseline performance.



Compared with that serial work, the surplus amount of a
parallel work is referred to as work stretch. Therefore, the
performance loss (or scalability loss) of a parallel execution
(perf. loss = cumul. exe. time − workserial) includes work
stretch (= workparallel − workserial), and delay and no-
work components of that parallel execution. Although all
three performance loss factors (work stretch, delay, no-work)
are no doubt important, within the scope of this paper
(Delay Spotter) we focus our analysis on delay and no-
work. As work stretch is caused mainly by the bottlenecks
in the memory hierarchy, it is necessary to take into ac-
count memory-related metrics (e.g., cache misses, remote
accesses) to analyze it.

B. Ready Path Analysis

While the work as defined above represents a useful
computation which executes application code, delay and
no-work represent inefficiencies imposed by the runtime
system, the application, or other factors of the execution
environment. A large delay is likely to be an artifact of
an implementation of the runtime system; as there are free
workers that should be able to pick up ready tasks of that
point, a better runtime system could have matched them
up sooner. In contrast, no-work represents a lack of tasks
(parallelism), which can generally be attributable to the
application. It must be noted, however, that no-work can
as well be a consequence of a delay caused by the runtime
system. To see this, suppose a program that has only one
parent task that spawns all other child tasks. A delay in
advancing that parent task will not only cause a delay on
the worker executing the parent task, but also cause longer
no-work intervals on the other workers trying to steal tasks.
These no-works should blame the scheduler, for delaying the
crucial master task whose progress would have made more
tasks available for execution.

It is thus important to quantify how much of the observed
no-work is caused by the scheduler and how much is caused
by the application. To this end, we divide the no-work
component into no-work-sched and no-work-app by looking
into the structure of the task graph of the execution, which is
a graph representing tasks and their dependencies. A critical
path on the task graph is a serial chain of dependent tasks
from the start of the entire computation to the end. Of many
such critical paths, our analysis is focusing on the particular
path along which there is always a task running or ready.
We call it the ready path. It is easy to see that there is always
such a path; from the end of the computation, we trace the
task graph backwards, choosing the last finished one when a
node has multiple predecessors. Our tool analyzes how the
computation progressed along this path, and classifies the
entire execution time into the following three parts: work,
during which a task on the ready path was running; busy
delay, during which no task on the ready path was running
but all workers were busy working on other tasks (not on
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Figure 2. An example of task parallel program and its DAG. The DAG
consists of two similar consecutive sub-graphs which correspond to two
iterations of the loop. There are three kinds of leaf nodes, and four kinds
of edges.

the path); and scheduler delay, during which no task on the
ready path was running and there is at least one free worker.
An example of ready path is shown at the bottom in Fig. 1.
Work on the ready path is a part of the work component of
the cumulative execution time and scheduler delay is a part
of the delay component, but busy delay is not a part of any
component; it simply represents an interval in which there
is no progress along the ready path, simply because all the
workers are busy on other tasks. In the parallelism profile,
you can consider it being in the ready parallelism (blue area)
above the red line denoting the number of workers. A large
busy delay does not indicate an issue of the runtime system
but just an ample logical parallelism in the application.

No-work that happened in a scheduler delay interval
is, at least partially, the runtime system’s fault. Had the
runtime system shorten the interval, the no-work would have
been smaller. We therefore count them as no-work-sched,
indicating it may indicate a runtime system’s problem. The
other part of no-work (i.e., no-work that happened when a
task was running on the ready path) is counted as no-work-
app, indicating an insufficient parallelism issue caused by
the application (Fig. 1). Based on our empirical experience,
no-work-app is usually an inherent metric of an application;
it remains more or less identical across different executions
of the same application by different systems.

C. Spotting Delays

Delay Spotter is built upon our previous work on a
performance visualization tool - DAGViz [9] - which pro-
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Figure 3. Task parallel primitives are automatically instrumented to take
timing information when they are translated to corresponding primitives of
a specific system.

vides interactive and scalable directed acyclic graph (DAG)
visualizations and timelines (time-series of CPUs) visualiza-
tions based on the computation DAG traces. A computation
DAG records the task graph from an execution of a task
parallel program. It separates the execution of the application
code into serial intervals which do not contain any task
parallel primitives. Those serial intervals are denoted by
nodes on the DAG; their dependencies are denoted by
edges between nodes (Fig. 2). A task in the application
may be divided into multiple nodes on the DAG based on
multiple serial code segments interleaved by task parallel
primitives in its code. A node is named after the primitive
that ends it; a create node is ended by the task creation
primitive (CreateTask), a wait node is ended by the
task synchronization primitive (WaitTasks). Additionally,
a node ended by the end of a task is named end. Edges are
realizations of these task parallel primitives on the DAG.
A CreateTask makes up two edges which both originate
from the same create node representing the code segment
ended by that CreateTask, but one connects to the child
task (create edge), and the other connects to the continuation
of the parent task following that CreateTask (create cont.
edge). A task synchronization primitive first makes a wait
cont. edge connecting from the wait node ended by that
primitive to the continuation of the parent task following that
primitive. Besides, the primitive also makes one or more end
edges connecting from any child tasks that it synchronizes to
the node that follows it. The delay component may be further
divided into four subcategories based on these four kinds of
edges on which a delay happens. There are also collective
node kinds such as task, which represents a whole task and
contains the sub-DAG of the task inside.

We define a generic set of API for basic task parallel
primitives such as task-spawning CreateTask and tasks-
synchronizing WaitTasks. Our thin layer based on pre-
processing macros (tpswitch [9]) automatically translates
these generic primitives into corresponding ones in specific
target systems. Besides, along the translation, our tracing

tool (DAG Recorder [9]) also automatically instruments
necessary time measurement codes around the task parallel
primitives in order to collect timing information. An example
with Cilk Plus as the translation target is shown in Fig. 3.
Our instrumentation method does not need to peek into the
runtime’s code, so it is more portable, easily to be adapted to
a new system as long as the system supports a task-spawning
primitive and a tasks-synchronizing primitive. With these
instrumentations we can capture every time point when a
task starts, stops, resumes, or ends; hence, work intervals can
easily be separated apart from delay and no-work intervals.
Beside start time and end time, a node on the DAG also
has a ready time indicating the time point from which it
becomes ready. The ready time of a node is calculated by
tracing back all predecessors of the node and taking end
time of the last finished one as the node’s ready time. The
interval from ready time to start time of a node is a delay
of that node.

DAG has been used broadly in the literature to model a
static parallel program. We leverage it to model a dynamic
parallel execution. Our instrumentation-based measurement
might seem to have a large overhead, especially when a
large number of tasks are created in the application. But we
have implemented a mechanism to collapse uninteresting
(executed entirely by one worker) sub-DAGs dynamically
on-the-fly in order to keep both time overhead and memory
overhead under reasonable limit. Now the measurement
overhead scales with the number of work-stealing across
workers rather than the number of task creations. In actual
experiments with BOTS, our tool’s overhead was less than
10%.

DAGViz [9] visualizes the computation DAG traces cap-
tured by DAG Recorder in multiple kinds of visualizations.
It provides a basic DAG visualization with node shapes
similar to what are shown in Fig. 2, and an extended one
with timing represented on y-axis. It also provides timelines
visualization, which is made up by rearranging nodes into
timelines of workers, along with a parallelism profile on top.
In order to construct parallelism profile, each node on the
DAG is traversed to compute its contributions to running
and ready parallelism; one node adds one unit to ready
parallelism from its ready time to its start time, and adds
one unit to running parallelism from its start time to its
end time. DAGViz allows us to zoom into any particular
spot of the DAG on DAG visualizations, timelines, or
parallelism profile; furthermore we can relate the structures
of the same spot on multiple kinds of visualizations side by
side, and compare them, get to understand the scheduling
mechanisms.

III. CASE STUDIES

We have evaluated our tool with 10 benchmarks from
Barcelona OpenMP Tasks Suite (BOTS) [8] and 5 different
task parallel runtime systems: Cilk Plus, MassiveThreads



Table I
BOTS BENCHMARK ARGUMENTS

App task stack cutoff other args
Alignment 220 - -f prot.100.aa
FFT 215 128 -n 224

Fib 215 manual -n 47 -x 19
Floorplan 217 manual -f input.20 -x 7
Health 214 manual -f medium.input -x 3
NQueens 214 manual -n 14 -x 7
Sort 215 manual -n 227 -a 512 -y 512
SparseLU 214 - -n 120 -m 40
Strassen 214 manual -n 4096 -x 7 -y 32
UTS 214 - -f tiny.input

(0.97), OpenMP, Qthreads (1.10), and TBB (2017 Update 1).
MassiveThreads, Qthreads, and TBB were compiled from
source with Intel C++ Compiler (icc) 14; Cilk Plus and
OpenMP were the implementations distributed with the icc
14 package. The measurement overhead is feasible for 8
benchmarks (except Health and UTS) in which execution
times increase less than 10% with the measurement tool.
Health and UTS algorithms create too many fine-grained
tasks, making the DAG huge, causing execution times to
increase up to 2-3x. The arguments passed to each bench-
mark are summarized in Table I: task stack size (for Mas-
siveThreads and Qthreads), manual cut-off threshold (“-x”),
input file (“-f”), and problem size (“-n”). The experiment
machine was a 2.30 GHz Xeon E5-2699 v3 (Haswell)
server with 36 cores (two 18-core sockets). We analyze the
executions of each benchmark run by each system using 36
workers (threads) on full 36 cores. Besides, each benchmark
has one baseline version, which elides all task creations
and synchronizations and runs serially on one thread. Note
that this is different from running a parallelized program
on a single core, which still incurs some task management
overheads; our baseline is a serial program that has no such
overhead.

A. SparseLU

SparseLU performs the LU decomposition of a sparse
matrix. With problem size of n = 120 which our experiment
used, the benchmark consists of 120 phases each of which
includes two consecutive for loops. The loops are written
such that each iteration creates a task. The first loop can
create up to 2 ∗ (n− 1) = 238 tasks (iterations), the second
loop can create a large number of (up to (n− 1)2 = 14161)
tasks (iterations). Each task performs a leaf computation
which does not recursively spawn any further children.
Hence, only the parent task can spawn more parallelism;
the computation’s available parallelism depends totally on
the progress of the parent task’s loops.

Work-first schedulers like MassiveThreads and Cilk Plus
which immediately switch to the new child upon a task
creation, leaving current parent back to ready queue, are
disadvantageous in this kind of parallelization patterns. At

� �
1 volatile int parent_to_child;
2 volatile int child_to_parent;
3

4 void child() {
5 tc :
6 child_to_parent = 1;
7 while (parent_to_child == -1) {}
8 }
9

10 void parent() {
11 parent_to_child = -1;
12 child_to_parent = -1;
13 t0 :
14 CreateTask( child() );
15 tp :
16 parent_to_child = 1;
17 while (child_to_parent == -1) {}
18 WaitTasks;
19 }
20

21 void main() {
22 for (i = 0; i < 100000; i++)
23 parent();
24 }� �
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Figure 4. A microbenchmark for testing work-stealing speed of the
systems: child is the time from t0 to tc, parent is the time from t0 to
tp. The benchmark is run with only two workers. Qthreads does not run
with this benchmark because it delays the child’s execution until WaitTasks.

every loop iteration, the parent task is left back to queue
to be stolen. There is only one ready parallelism at a time
which is the waiting parent task (the thin magenta line above
the red areas of Cilk Plus and MassiveThreads in Fig. 6).
A free worker doing work-stealing needs to pick the right
victim among a large number of workers available in order to
successfully acquire the parent task, to resume the loop and
spawn more parallelism. In parent-first schedulers like TBB,
OpenMP, and Qthreads, the parent task (and its loop) is kept
executing continuously on one worker without interruption;
so ready parallelism increases fast and abundantly (blue
areas of OpenMP, Qthreads, and TBB in Fig. 6, truncated
in the figure as it does not fit otherwise). However, these
ready tasks are residing solely on one worker (the one that
is executing the parent task). A free worker doing work-
stealing still needs to pick the right victim among others in
order to get a task to execute.

Regardless of work-first or parent-first, after finishing a
task, a worker performing a work-stealing operation needs
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Figure 5. SparseLU, Alignment, FFT: performance loss breakdowns of executions on 36 cores by five systems MassiveThreads, Cilk Plus, TBB, OpenMP,
and Qthreads. The serial work has been subtracted from all bars. The percentage represents the proportion of the remaining surplus amounts against the
serial work. Although the serial version does not include task management overhead, but it includes the overhead of our DAG-recording measurement.
Serial version’s delay represents this tracing overhead.

to find the sole worker who holds the ready parallelism(s)
(i.e., either the single parent task or all the spawned children)
in order to get a new task. Unlike a recursive algorithm in
which ready tasks are scattered among multiple workers, in
SparseLU, only one worker holds all available ready tasks,
and a free worker needs to pick the right one among many
possible victims to steal work successfully. The intervals
of a worker doing work-stealing are represented by white
spaces between task boxes on the timeline of that worker
in Fig. 6. Dense timelines with small white spaces imply
fast work-stealing speed, while sparse timelines with many
large white spaces imply slow work-stealing speed. Looking
at Fig. 6, we can understand that Cilk Plus and TBB have
slow work-stealing performance, resulting in sparse time-
lines. MassiveThreads, which implements work-first policy,
nevertheless has dense timelines due to its fast work-stealing
implementation. OpenMP also has impressively dense time-
lines, implying its fast work-stealing.

Those white-space delays incurred when workers switch
from a task to another are accounted into the delay and no-
work-sched components in the performance loss breakdown
(Fig. 5(a)). Larger sums of delay and no-work-sched of
Cilk Plus and TBB compared with MassiveThreads and
OpenMP represent their slower task stealing speed. Cilk
Plus has large no-work-sched because during white intervals
there is only one ready parallelism which is the parent task,
causing no-works on many free workers. TBB has a large
delay because an abundant number of ready tasks have been
created on a worker, waiting for being stolen and executed.
The difference between MassiveThreads’ delay and Cilk
Plus’ delay represents how much longer delays Cilk Plus
scheduler imposes between iterations of the loops compared
with MassiveThreads. We have made a microbenchmark for
comparing work-stealing speeds of the systems (Fig. 4). The
benchmark was run with only two workers, the parent was
executed on one worker, and the only created child was

stolen and executed on the other worker. The benchmark
measures times from the task creation to the child’s start
and to the parent’s resume. The result shows that Cilk Plus
has significantly large work-stealing overhead (more than
double other systems). Although this microbenchmark shows
that TBB has equivalent work-stealing speed with Mas-
siveThreads and OpenMP, in the real execution environment
TBB may suffer from other factors such as larger numbers of
available workers, more contentions on the worker holding
tasks.

Qthreads has one special characteristic in its scheduling
policies. It does not make child tasks available for other
workers to steal immediately when they are spawned, but
deliberately delays them until a later time, e.g., when the
current worker enters a synchronization primitive. In the case
of SparseLU’s loop parallelism, it is until a task-generating
loop finishes and the worker enters a WaitTasks following
the loop. This policy has caused an outstandingly large delay
component in the performance loss breakdown (Fig. 5(a)),
and a noticeably large white space in timelines (Fig. 6).
For a task-generating loop like this, Qthreads accumulates
tasks and schedules them collectively at once; it tends to
assign tasks from consecutive iterations to one worker. This
behavior is shown clearly by DAG visualizations in Fig. 7
(colors denote workers; only the first loops are shown; loop
iterations are tiny, nearly invisible, nodes on the spine).
While TBB and OpenMP migrate children one by one
to random workers (indicated by random colors along the
horizontal axis) due to the random work-stealing, Qthreads
have children from consecutive iterations executed by the
same worker (indicated by boxes of the same color next to
each other). Maybe because of this task grouping, Qthreads
could achieve a very good locality; it executed work quickly
and kept work stretch prominently low compared with other
systems (short task nodes in Fig. 7(c) and low red part in
Fig. 5(a)), well compensating for its large deliberate delay.
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Figure 6. Timelines and parallelism profiles of SparseLU benchmark run
by 5 systems. In each figure, the lower half is timelines and the upper half is
parallelism profile (running parallelism in red color, and ready parallelism
in other colors). For viewability, only the first loop and a part of the second
loop in the first phase (among 120 phases) are included in x-axis; and y-
axes of TBB, OpenMP, and Qthreads are truncated at top because their
ready parallelisms get too high.

B. Alignment

Alignment benchmark aligns n = 100 protein sequences
against each other. Every alignment of a pair of sequences is
scored and the scores of all n×(n−1)÷2 = 4950 alignments
are returned. The benchmark’s parallelization model is sim-
ple; it consists of only one for loop of 4950 iterations each
of which creates a serial child which computes an alignment
and does not spawn any more child. There is a degree of load
imbalance in the children: some are short, but some are very
long. However, because the number of tasks is abundant,
there should not be any issue of insufficient parallelism in
the program.

Alignment has the same parallelization model as
SparseLU does: loops create one task in each iteration.
But because Alignment has only one loop (compared with

(a) TBB: slower progress than OpenMP, many tasks get long.

(b) OpenMP: faster progress than TBB, task sizes are more uniform.

(c) Qthreads: all children are delayed, then assigned in groups of consecutive
tasks to other workers.

Figure 7. DAG with timing on y-axis of the first loop of SparseLU. TBB
and OpenMP implement the typical principles of work stealing: LIFO (last
in first out) local task execution, and FIFO (first in first out) remote task
stealing, a created task is made available for stealing asap; whereas Qthreads
delays children until a later time when it can group and assign collectively
multiple consecutive tasks to each worker. Despite wasteful delays on free
workers, Qthreads tends to have less work stretch owing to possibly better
task localities.

SparseLU’s 2 × n = 240), and many children are long
(i.e., less frequent task switches), the inefficiencies which
happened in SparseLU such as slow work-stealing (Cilk Plus
and TBB), large initial delay (Qthreads) have been compen-
sated, and become insignificant in Alignment. Performance
loss breakdowns in Fig. 5(b) show that delay and no-work-
sched are small for MassiveThreads, Cilk Plus, TBB, and
Qthreads.

However, OpenMP does have a significantly large no-
work-sched. Timelines visualization in Fig. 8(a) has revealed
that there was a noticeable period of white area in the
middle of the timelines. A closer zoom into this spot on
the DAG visualization is shown in Fig. 8(b), in which the
y-axis denotes the exact timings of nodes based on their
start and end times. All tiny nodes on the spine of the DAG
are loop iterations each of which spawns a child task to the
left edge, and continues to the next iteration to the right
edge. The orange worker to which the parent task is tied
executes all these iteration nodes. However, unlike TBB and
Qthreads, the worker does not keep executing the whole
loop continuously until it finishes, but usually suspends the
parent task in the middle, to switch to the immediately
created child, after which it gets back to the parent task. This
behavior is represented by some orange nodes occasionally
scattered closely to the spine. The reason of this situation
is because OpenMP limits the number of ready tasks in the
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(a) Timelines and parallelism profile: a large significant white space
happens at the middle of the computation.

(b) DAG: a long child happens to be executed by the worker to which
the master task is tied. That long work prevents the worker from resuming
the master task, so no more parallelism is created while other workers are
starving for work.

Figure 8. Alignment by OpenMP suffers from an issue caused by
OpenMP’s upper-bound task queue, and Alignment’s unbalanced iterations.

queue. When the limit is reached, OpenMP tends to suspend
current task, pick and execute a child from the queue, and
get back to the suspended task after finishing the child.

The problem here is that the tied orange worker happened
to execute a long child in the middle of the computation
(long orange node at center of the graph in Fig. 8(b),
and dimmed long node in the middle of the timelines in
Fig. 8(a)). While the worker was busy running that long
task, other workers finished their work and waited in idle
because there was no more available tasks to steal. The
parent task which was the only one who could spawn more
parallelisms to feed free workers was unfortunately tied to
the busy worker, unable to be stolen and migrated to another
worker.

The problem was caused by an intricated combination of
the following four factors; two residing in OpenMP: (1) tasks
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end
create

create cont.
wait cont.
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Figure 9. Parallelism profiles of Alignment run by TBB (left) and OpenMP
(right): TBB creates all child tasks at once continuously (up to 5000 tasks
at peak), whereas OpenMP suspends task creations whenever the number
of ready tasks floats near 300.

are tied, (2) a task queue has an upper bound in size; and
two in the Alignment: (3) loop parallelism, (4) unbalanced
load among iterations. TBB also has the condition (1) of tied
tasks, but it does not have the condition (2), so it did not
suffer from this problem. Parallelism profiles of TBB and
OpenMP are placed side by side in Fig. 9 and zoomed out
to cover all the height of ready parallelism of TBB so that
we can see that TBB’s ready parallelism reaches its peak
at around 5000 soon after the execution started, whereas
OpenMP’s ready parallelism always stops increasing and
drops when it approaches near 300. SparseLU also has
condition (3) of loop parallelism, but it does not have the
condition (4); children in SparseLU are quite balanced.
Therefore, OpenMP running SparseLU did not encounter
this problem.

One more noticeable point from the performance loss
breakdowns in Fig. 5(b) is that the no-work-app of Qthreads
was large, larger than that of other systems. A closer look
into the end of the timelines and parallelism profiles of
Qthreads has revealed the reason. It was simply because
Qthreads happened to execute long children late near the
end of the computation when there was almost no work left,
causing many no-works on many workers (large white-space
area across multiple timelines), which were accounted into
its no-work-app.

C. FFT

FFT benchmark computes the one-dimensional Fast
Fourier Transform of a vector of n = 224 complex values
in a divide-and-conquer fashion. FFT creates recursively
fine-grained tasks to divide the input n = 224 elements
into leaf tasks handling n < 128 elements each. Fig. 5(c)
shows that OpenMP and Qthreads have significantly larger
delays compared with other systems. A closer look into their
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(a) Timelines (lower half) and parallelism profile (upper half): task density
tends to become sparser at the end of a recursive computation phase.
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(b) A spot on the DAG (power scale on the left for better viewability,
and linear scale on the right with y-axis denoting exact timing) which
corresponds to one white space on the timeline of the blue worker. The blue
worker stalled, avoided work-stealing, and just waited in idle for the tan
worker to finish a long task; then after tan worker finished, it immediately
resumed its current tied parent task.

Figure 10. FFT by OpenMP: timelines, parallelism profile, and a zoomed-
in spot according to one of the white space on the timelines.

timelines, parallelism profiles, and DAG visualizations have
revealed that these inefficiencies originated from different,
unique characteristics in their scheduling policies.

OpenMP’s timelines (Fig. 10(a)) become sparser by many
scattered white spaces at the end of a recursive phase. By
zooming into some spots of the DAG according to those
white spaces, we have observed an interesting inefficiency of
OpenMP scheduler. One of the spot is shown in Fig. 10(b)
in which the left and the right subfigures show the same
spot just with different scales, power scale on the left for
better viewability of the task structure, and linear scale on
the right for displaying exact timing of task execution order.
The sub-graph in Fig. 10(b) was started and also finished
by the blue worker which did not execute any other sub-
graph during the span of this one. After finishing the task
3, the blue worker quickly stole and executed the task 4
from the tan worker. However, the blue worker stayed idle
after finishing that task 4 for a long time without stealing
any work to do, just waiting in idle for the tan worker to
finish the long task 1. After the tan worker finished it, the
blue worker almost immediately resumed the parent task.

(a) One child stolen (power scale on the left for better viewability, and
linear scale on the right with exact timing on y-axis)

(b) Two children stolen (power scale on the left for better viewability, and
linear scale on the right with exact timing on y-axis)

(c) Three children stolen (power scale on the left for better viewability, and
linear scale on the right with exact timing on y-axis)

Figure 11. Delay examples of FFT by OpenMP: a worker executing a
parent task waits idly (without doing work-stealing) for each of one, two,
or three children, which have been stolen, to be finished before resuming
the parent and synchronizing each of them. These delay patterns occur
pervasively on DAG.

Moreover, after finishing this sub-graph, the blue worker
immediately stole and executed a task from another part of
the DAG. This is to say that OpenMP deliberately restrains
workers from stealing work and makes them wait in idle
until they can resume and finish their current tied tasks.

Our inspection revealed a similar pattern arises in many
places of the OpenMP’s DAG. We presume the factor
causing this issue is OpenMP’s stack-overflow prevention.
In order to avoid stack-overflow, OpenMP prevents workers
from stealing a new task on a distant sub-graph from an
arbitrary worker; it only allows a worker to steal tasks from
the sub-graph that has originated from the worker itself,
like the case of task 4, which was spawned from a sub-
graph originating from the blue worker and now stolen and
migrated back to the blue worker. After finishing this sub-
graph, the stack of the blue worker was released a certain
amount of space, allowing it to steal a new distinct task on
an arbitrary sub-graph from any worker. Fig. 11 shows three
more spots which represent the same pattern pervasively
happening on the DAG of OpenMP. These sparse areas
only appeared near the end of a recursive phase when the
stacks had grown full. At the beginning of a recursive phase,
timelines were always dense.
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end
create

create cont.
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(a) Timelines (lower half) and parallelism profile (upper half): there are
awkward intervals of few running workers (low red area) despite many
available ready tasks (high blue area).

(b) Four recursive tasks are delayed while the worker gets into the
execution of the last leaf one (power scale on the left, and linear scale
on the right)

(c) Twelve recursive tasks are delayed while the worker gets into the
execution of the last leaf one (power scale on the left, and linear scale
on the right)

Figure 12. FFT by Qthreads: delayed scheduling of ready children has
made workers idle wastefully. The situation has been made worse by FFT’s
binary recursive call tree which serialized the second recursive call instead
of creating a task, this has delayed the worker more until it can reach the
synchronization primitive. Figures 12(b) and 12(c) are two example spots.

From timelines of Qthreads (Fig. 12(a)), we can see that
there were many intervals during which very few tasks were
running and many workers were idle, despite the abundance
of ready tasks (the high blue area). These low running paral-
lelism intervals have made up large delay and large no-work-
sched components for Qthreads. Fig. 12(b) and Fig. 12(c)
zoom into two spots of the DAG visualization according to
two of the suspicious white-space intervals on the timelines.
The problem here is the same as what happened with the
SparseLU benchmark: scheduling of children is delayed until
their parent task enters a synchronization primitive. In FFT’s
binary recursive call tree, the second recursive call was
serialized as a normal function call instead of spawning a
task. This made the worker who was executing the parent
function call get into the execution of the second recursive
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Figure 13. Fib, Floorplan, NQueens, Sort, Strassen: performance loss
breakdowns of executions on 36 cores by MassiveThreads, Cilk Plus, TBB,
OpenMP, and Qthreads.

call before it could reach the synchronization primitive,
causing the scheduling of previously spawned children to
be delayed longer, and other workers to wait longer (while
there were definitely ready tasks).

D. Other benchmarks

In other benchmarks (Fibonacci, Floorplan, NQueens,
Sort, and Strassen in Fig. 13), OpenMP has large delays
in Fibonacci, Floorplan, and Sort, which are recursive algo-
rithms with fine-grained grain sizes, due to the same reason
as in FFT. OpenMP has workers avoid performing work-
stealing at deep recursions in order to prevent stack-overflow,
hence causing larger delays than other systems. Floorplan,
Sort, and Strassen incur almost equivalent no-work-app
across all systems, indicating an insufficient parallelism
issue inside the applications. The visualizations revealed
that Floorplan has long serial sections at the end of the
computation, Sort lacks parallelism in its later half of the
computation, Strassen has long serial sections at both the
start and the end of its computation.

IV. RELATED WORK

Tallent et al. [10] [11] have broken down cumulative
execution time into three components of work, overhead,
and idleness, in which the overhead is time that workers
spend on executing runtime system code and idleness is
time that workers spend doing nothing. They have used
these overhead and idleness metrics to identify which code
regions to increase parallelism and which code regions to



decrease parallelism. In contrast, we classify no-work time
of workers into delay and no-work based on the availability
of logical ready tasks, so as to judge if an idleness is
mainly caused by the scheduler or the application. Our
classification is useful for task parallel programming models
in which not all idleness are attributable to the lack of
parallelism in the application. We are able to do this thanks
to computation DAG traces. Olivier et al. [12] have taken
a step further, by identifying work time inflation (which
we call work stretch) is a critical parallel performance
bottleneck which is sometimes more significant than parallel
overhead and idleness. Because work inflation occurs due to
the increased overhead in getting data from remote modules
in NUMA architecture, they developed a locality-aware
scheduler which placed tasks near their data, and succeeded
in mitigating work inflation in two benchmarks health and
heat. Our tool has demonstrated a significant work stretch
factor across many benchmarks in BOTS, and additionally
quantified them precisely compared with other factors. With
our tool, one can know how much benefit he/she can get
before getting into tackling each factor.

Many existing performance visualization tools such as
Intel VTune Amplifier [13], Vampir [14], Jumpshot [15],
Jedule [16], Aftermath [17] [18], Extrae-Paraver [19], etc.
support the timelines view showing CPU-related events
during the duration of the execution. Our tool can show
timelines visualization together with the profile of running
and ready parallelism, which is more useful for task parallel
programs. One can grasp a general view of the parallel
execution with this parallelism profile, and quickly identify
tasks on timelines who are responsible in intervals with
low running parallelism. Moreover, our task-centric DAG
visualizations also allow one to zoom into any specific spot
on the DAG and relate it back to timelines and parallelism
profile. Without them we could not have identified the
problems as in our case studies, like OpenMP could not
resume the parent task because the task is tied to a busy
worker in Alignment, or OpenMP restrains workers to steal
work at deep recursions, Qthreads delays the scheduling of
recursively created tasks while the worker gets into the last
leaf child task in FFT. The timelines views alone would not
be enough in these cases.

Many other analysis tools focus on only one programming
model. Cilkview [20] traces the logical tasks and their
dependencies in the serial run of a Cilk++ program and
predicts its performance on higher core counts. It can detect
problems like insufficient parallelism caused by coarse-
grained tasks and show responsible tasks. Cilkprof [21] can
measure work and span of specific call sites of choice rather
than the whole program like Cilkview. Grain graphs [22]
capture and visualize tasks from inside OpenMP scheduler.
Their grain visualizations can also highlight problems like
work stretch, and low-parallelism intervals. Flow Graph
Designer [23] is a tracing and analysis tool specialized

for the flow graph interface of TBB. Our Delay Spotter is
applicable to many systems from the beginning and easy to
be extended with a new one thanks to its simple and portable
instrumentation scheme. Delay Spotter is able to compare
and contrast differences between systems. We have not seen
this ability of highlighting advantages and disadvantages of
one system compared with others in previous approaches
to the best of our knowledge. We realize this ability by
focusing our analysis on the scheduling delays which are
artifacts imposed by the systems on the parallel executions.

V. CONCLUSION

We introduced a useful decomposition method with ready
path analysis for dividing the cumulative execution time into
four components of work, delay, no-work-sched, and no-
work-app. Work is the useful computation executing the ap-
plication code. Delay and no-work-sched are caused by the
scheduler, and no-work-app is caused by the application. Our
implemented tool Delay Spotter helps users zoom into any
spots of interest which cause a component to be significant
so that they can pinpoint their root causes in the scheduling
policy. We have successfully understood some interesting
inefficiencies caused by different scheduling policies of the
runtime systems in BOTS benchmarks.

Cilk Plus and TBB suffer from slow work-stealing when
there is only one worker holding all the ready task(s), e.g.,
a parallel for loop which creates a task for each iteration.

Qthreads sometimes suffers from its delayed task schedul-
ing approach which deliberately delays the start of children
until the parent synchronizes. This scheduling policy suffers
in two situations: (1) the parent is a long for loop creating a
large number of children, all these children cannot start until
the parent finishes the task-generating loop (SparseLU); (2)
binary recursions that, rightly, spawn only the first recursive
call as a task (FFT).

Carefully designed, OpenMP scheduler turned out to have
performance ramifications in our experiments. It imposes
an upper bound for the ready task queue of a worker; a
worker is discouraged to create too many tasks ready on the
queue. This approach hurts when there is only one parent
creating all available children, and the worker to which the
parent is tied switches to a long child, making the parent
unable to be resumed. This is what was happening in the
Alignment. Another characteristic of OpenMP is the stack-
overflow prevention. In order to avoid stack-overflow, at
deep recursions a worker restrains from stealing tasks from
sub-graphs not originating from itself; instead it tends to
prioritize executing current tied sub-graph and stealing only
from workers who are executing a part of the same sub-
graph. This is what we have observed in FFT.
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